Should Chlorhexidine Gluconate (CHG) 4% be diluted for patient skin cleansing?

What are CHG skin cleansing advantages?
CHG cleansing results in a persistent reduction in density of microbial skin colonization. This is no small effect. CHG cleansing reduces risk by several log factors and a 1-log reduction reduces bacteria 90%. Daily bathing with CHG ensures that patients will have low baseline bacterial skin presence. It would compensate for deficiencies in skin antisepsis, minimize inadvertent contamination, and decrease other avenues of cross contamination. The residual effect of CHG on the patient may also reduce the risk of colonization and subsequent infection.

What do studies say about diluting?
Evidence indicates diluting CHG will allow for higher bacterial load remaining on the skin. Applying CHG directly to the skin will achieve levels needed to inhibit the growth of Staphylococcus aureus. Maintaining a high skin surface concentration is an important factor in a decolonization regimen.

Are there any studies determining CHG concentrations?
Dilution of chlorhexidine correlated directly with its bactericidal activity when tested. Three different aqueous chlorhexidine gluconate solutions were tested (group 1: 4%, group 2: 2%, and group 3: 0.4%). CHG 4% was used as a base and dilutions were made with sterile water to obtain the additional concentrations. After 2 minutes, groups 1 and 2 had similar reductions in bacterial load, while group 3 had a significantly higher bacterial load (33%). In a second study, Dr. Edmiston instructed volunteers to apply 4% CHG soap to their body using a clean wash cloth. Effective CHG levels were achieved after using the CHG as directed. The skin isolates of CHG after a single application with 4% CHG (range of 17.2 to 31.6ppm) were up 6 times the amount needed to kill staphylococcal skin isolates (MIC* = 4.8ppm).

*Minimum Inhibitory Concentration

Apply Hibiclens directly to moist skin, or apply using wet washcloth to achieve CHG levels to decrease skin colonization and resulting bioburden.
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